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Abstract
The concept of graph substitution recently introduced by the authors is applied to
term graphs yielding a uniform framework for unication rewriting and narrowing
on term graphs The notion of substitution allows denitions of these concepts
that are close to the corresponding denitions in the term world The rewriting
model obtained in this way is equivalent to collapsed tree rewriting and hence is
complete for equational deduction For term graph narrowing a completeness result
is established which corresponds to Hullots classical result for term narrowing The
general motivation for using term graphs instead of terms is to improve eciency
sharing common subterms saves space and avoids the repetition of computations
 Introduction
In  we introduced graph substitutions by using hyperedges as graph vari
ables and hyperedge replacement to substitute graphs for variables Graph
unication graph matching and substitutionbased graph rewriting were in
troduced and studied In this paper these concepts are applied to the setting
of term graphs Our goal is to obtain a uniform framework for computation
and deduction with term graphs that is close to the technical apparatus used
in areas like term rewriting automated deduction and declarative program
ming The reason for dealing with term graphs is that common subterms
can be shared implying that rewrite steps need not copy subterms and that
repetitions of computations can be avoided

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In order to model concepts of the above mentioned areas adequately it is
not sucient to specialize the approach of  by just restricting the classes of
graphs and substitutions One has to take into account garbage produced by
reductions and the fact that nonisomorphic term graphs may represent the
same terms We cope with these problems by building in garbage collection
into rewrite steps by allowing collapse steps which enhance the degree of
sharing and by considering unication modulo 	bisimilarity

The term graph rewriting model obtained in this way is equivalent to
collapsed tree rewriting as studied in  and hence is complete for equational
deduction Based on this completeness we establish the completeness of term
graph narrowing for solving equations or Eunication over convergent term
graph rewriting systems We thus obtain an analogue to Hullots completeness
result for term narrowing 
Corradini and Wolz  consider narrowing on term graphs with multiple
roots socalled jungles In their approach unication and rewriting is based
on jungle pushouts instead on substitutions and rewriting does neither include
garbage collection nor collapsing The results in  aim at showing the cor
rectness of a concrete implementation of conditional narrowing while we are
interested in showing completeness of term graph narrowing for Eunication
 Hypergraphs and substitutions
Let  be a set the elements of which are called labels Each label l comes
with a natural number typel   A hypergraph over  is a system G 
hV
G
 E
G
 lab
G
 att
G
i consisting of two nite sets V
G
and E
G
of nodes and
hyperedges a labelling function lab
G
E
G
  and an attachment function
att
G
E
G
 V

G
which assigns a string of nodes to a hyperedge e such that
typelab
G
e is the length of att
G
e In the following we call hypergraphs
and hyperedges simply graphs and edges
A pointed graph hG p
G
i is a graph G together with a sequence p
G

v

   v
n
of nodes from G We write typeG for the number n of points
Mostly we denote a pointed graph only by its graph component
A graph morphism f G  H consists of two functions f
V
V
G
 V
H
and f
E
E
G
 E
H
that preserve labels and attachment to nodes that is
lab
H
f
E
 lab
G
and att
H
f
E
 f

V
att
G
where f

V
V

G
 V

H
maps a string
v

   v
n
to f
V
v

    f
V
v
n
 If f
V
and f
E
are bijective then G and H are
isomorphic which is denoted by G


H
We assume that there is a distinguished subset Var of  the elements of
which are used as variables A substitution pair xG consists of a variable x
and a pointed graph G such that typex  typeG Given a graph H and a
hyperedge e in H labelled with x the application of a substitution pair xG
to e proceeds in two steps  Remove e from H yielding the graph H feg
and  construct the disjoint union H  feg  G and fuse the i
th
node in
att
H
e with the i
th
point of G for i       typex Note that if att
H
e
contains repeated nodes then the corresponding points in G are identied
Vice versa if p
G
contains repeated nodes then the corresponding nodes in

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att
H
e are identied
A graph substitution is a nite set   fx

G

     x
n
G
n
g of substitu
tion pairs such that x

     x
n
are pairwise distinct The domain of  is the set
Dom  fx

     x
n
g The application of  to a graph H yields the graph
H which is obtained by applying all substitution pairs in  simultaneously
to all hyperedges with label in Dom
Given two substitutions  and   the composition  is the substitution
fxG j xG  g  fyH   j y  Domg
 Term graphs
From now on we assume typel   for each label l in  and that Var is
partitioned into a set CVar of context variables and a set TVar of term vari
ables Term variables have type  and symbols f from Var are considered
as function symbols of arity typef  ary symbols are constants
Given a graph G over  and an edge e with typelab
G
e  n   the
nodes at positions  to n in att
G
e are the argument nodes of e while the node
at position n   is the result node Given two nodes v and v

in G we write
v 

G
v

if there is an edge e such that v

is an argument node of e and v is
the result node The transitive reexivetransitive closure of 

G
is denoted
by 
G

G
 G is acyclic if 
G
is irreexive
Denition  A pointed graph G of type  is a term graph if  G is
acyclic  p
G

G
v for each node v and  each node is the result node of
a unique edge Node p
G
is called the root of G and is denoted by root
G

Figure  shows term graphs with function symbols  	 S and  where
 and 	 are binary S is unary and  is a constant Edges are depicted as
boxes with inscribed labels and circles represent nodes A line connects each
edge with its result node while arrows point to the argument nodes The
order in the argument string is given by the lefttoright order of the arrows
leaving the box
Given a node v in G we write Gv for the term graph consisting of all
nodes v

with v 
G
v

and all edges having these nodes as result nodes
Terms over CVar are dened as usual see eg  A node v in a term
graph G represents the term term
G
v  lab
G
eterm
G
v

     term
G
v
n

where e is the unique edge with result node v and argument nodes v

     v
n

In the following we write termG for term
G
root
G

Two term graphs G and H are bisimilar denoted by G  H if termG 
termH G collapses to H denoted by G  H if there is a noninjective
morphism f G H mapping root
G
to root
H
 Note that collapsing is a special
case of bisimilarity
A context substitution has the form fCGg where C is a context variable
A term graph substitution is a substitution in which all substitution pairs
consist of term variables and term graphs It is easy to see that applying a
term graph substitution to a term graph yields a term graph again
Let   be term graph substitutions with Dom  Dom  Then 

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is bisimilar to   denoted by     if G  H for each x  Dom with
xG   and xH   
 Unication
We consider the unication of term graphs modulo bisimilarity that is two
term graphs G and H are uniable if there exists a term graph substitution
 such that G  H In this case  is called a unier of G and H
Proposition  Two term graphs G and H are uniable if and only if
termG and termH are uniable in the usual sense
In fact we have that if  is a unier of G and H then 

 fxtermG j
xG  g is a unier of termG and termH Conversely given a unier 

of termG and termH every term graph substitution  with 

 

is a
unier of G and H
A unier  of G and H is most general if for each unier  of G and H
there is a substitution  such that    
Proposition  If G and H are uniable then there exists a most general
unier of G and H which is unique up to variable renaming and bisimilarity
 Rewriting
In this section we introduce substitutionbased term graph rewriting by adapt
ing the rewriting model of  to the particularities of term rewriting Besides
restricting the graph class the general approach is modied in that rewrite
steps include garbage collection and collapsing This results in the term graph
rewriting model investigated in 
We assume that the reader is familiar with basic concepts of term rewriting
see eg  A term rewrite rule l  r consists of two terms l and r such
that l is not a variable and all variables in r occur also in l A set R of such
rules is a term rewriting system The rewrite relation associated with R is
denoted by 
R

For every term t let t be a term graph representing t such that only vari
ables are shared that is indegreev 
  for each node v with term
t
v 
Var  and v  v

for all nodes vv

with term
t
v  term
t
v

  Var  We
write t for the graph obtained from t by removing all variable edges More
over given any graph G G

results from attaching a context variable of type
jV
G
j to all nodes
A term rewrite rule l  r is translated into a graph rewrite rule L  R
such that L  l

and R is obtained from L as follows
 Remove the root edge e of l yielding the graph K  L feg
 Build the disjoint union K  r and
 identify root
l
with root
r

 for each pair hv v

i  V
l
	 V
r
with term
l
v  term
r
v

  Var 
identify v with v



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We denote by GR the set of all graph rewrite rules that result from
translation of a term rewriting system R
Denition  Let G and H be term graphs and L R be a rule in GR
Then G 
LR
H if there is a context substitution  such that G


L and
Rroot
G



H We also write G 
v LR
H where v is the root of l in
L The rewrite relation 
R
is obtained by adding collapse steps G 
R
H if
G  H or G
LR
H for some rule L R
The relation
R
is sound with respect to term rewriting in the sense that
every graph rewrite step corresponds to a sequence of term rewrite steps Due
to sharing one graph step may realize a parallel application of the underlying
term rule at several equal subterms Completeness holds with respect to the
equivalences generated by the rewrite relations Let 

R
and 

R
be the
reexivesymmetrictransitive closures of 
R
and 
R
 respectively
Theorem  	
 For all term graphs G and H
G


R
H if and only if termG


R
termH
We remark that completeness gets lost if the collapse steps are discarded
from the rewrite relation That is two term graphs that represent equivalent
terms need not be equivalent if collapsing is not included in 
R

 Narrowing
The goal of the following is to solve equations by transformations on term
graphs To this end we dene term graph narrowing and show a completeness
result which corresponds to Hullots result for term narrowing 
An equation s  t is a pair of terms s and t We are interested in solutions
to such equations modulo the equational theory induced by a set of equations
E We assume that E is given in form of a term rewriting system R that
is E  fl  r j l r  Rg Then s  t has a solution or s and t are
Euniable if there exists a term substitution  such that s

R
t
Denition 
 A term graph G is narrowable into a term graph H by a term
graph substitution  denoted by G

H if either
 G  H and  is the empty substitution or
 there is a rule

L R in GR and a node v in G such that Gv and L
are uniable with most general unier  and G 
v LR
H
A narrowing step according to  is also denoted by G
v LR 
H We
write G


H if there exists a narrowing derivation
G


G




G




  

n
G
n


H
such that   



   
n
 In the case n    is the empty substitution
From now on we assume that R contains the rule x 

x true where
the binary function symbol 

and the constant true do not occur in any

We assume that this rule has no common variables with G

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other rule A goal is a term of the form s 

t such that s and t do not
contain 

and true We denote by Mtrue a term graph representing true
Example 
 Let R consist of the following rules
 x  x 	 x  
Sx  y  Sx y Sx	 y  x	 y  y
x 

x  true
Suppose that we want to solve the goal z	 z  z	 z 

Sz Figure 
shows a term graph narrowing derivation which computes the unique solution
fzSg in seven steps We represent the involved substitutions as term
substitutions and give only those substitution pairs that aect the variables
in the term graphs Note that four steps are pure rewrite steps and that the
last but one step is a collapse step Solving the same goal by term narrowing
requires nine steps demonstrating that term graph narrowing speeds up the
computation



S
	
z

fzSxg



S

	
S
x

fxg



S

 S





S
S




S S


S



S S
S




S
S


true
Fig 	 A term graph narrowing derivation
Proposition 
 soundness Let G be a term graph such that termG is
a goal s 

t Then G


Mtrue implies s



R
t


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Let 

R
is the reexivetransitive closure of 
R
 The rule set GR is
terminating if there is no innite sequence G


R
G


R
G


R
   and it
is conuent if for all term graphs GH

H

with H



R
G 

R
H

there is
a term graph M such that H



R
M 

R
H

 A terminating and conuent
rule set is convergent Analogously one denes convergence for term rewriting
systems We refer to  for the relationship between term graph rewriting
and term rewriting with respect to termination conuence and convergence
Given term substitutions   and a subset X of TVar  we write  

R
 X
if there is a substitution  such that x 

R
x for each x  X The set of
variables occurring in a term t is denoted by Vart
Theorem 
 completeness Let GR be convergent and G be a term
graph such that termG is a goal s 

t Then for every term substitu
tion  with s

R
t there is a narrowing derivation G


Mtrue such that




R
 V ars  V art
Proof sketch Conuence of GR implies conuence of R see  while
termination of GR implies normalization of R although R need not be
terminating The latter means that every term can be rewritten to a normal
form

It follows that s

and t

can be rewritten to the same normal
form where 

is the substitution that replaces each variable x in Dom
by the normal form of x Hence s



t

 

R
true Let 

M
be the
term graph substitution fxMx

j x  Dom

g where Mx

is some term
graph representing x

 Consider a derivation G
M



R
H such that H is
a normal form Then by soundness of term graph rewriting termH is a
normal form of s



t

 So termH  true by conuence of R Now a
lifting lemma can be used to transform the rewrite derivation G
M



R
Mtrue
into a narrowing derivation G


Mtrue with  as in the proposition
Since it can be shown that GR is convergent wheneverR is but not vice
versa see  for a counterexample we have the following corollary
Corollary 
 Term graph narrowing is complete for every convergent term
rewriting system
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